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stock price, the pricing the amount when apply.Predicting the effect of the structural elements of minidisc-size plasmids
on the behavior of the replication and separation systems of ColE1-type plasmids and their fusion to the ColE2 replicon.
We have studied the interaction of the Minitrans replicon and its distinct repressor, RepM, with ColE1-type minidiscs,
and the possible effect of several structural features (the ssDNA-binding protein) and host cell activity (leading to the
alternate replication modes) on the Minitrans replication mechanism. The results showed that the ssDNA-binding protein
had an activating effect on replication and its synthesis, that was independent of RepM. This effect was quantitatively the
same on Minitrans and ColE1 replicons, although the relationship between the two systems was slightly different. As the
RepM and ssDNA-binding protein syntheses were connected, an assumption that suggested a connection between the two
was studied using mixtures of the two proteins. These mixtures were able to displace the RepM efficiently and the
experiment showed that the two proteins were able to interact. The possible scenario for this interaction is discussed. We
have also studied the effects of the ssDNA-binding protein and the Minitrans repressor on the segregation of Minitrans
from ColE1, and it was found that the presence of the ssDNA-binding protein had a mild inhibitory effect on the type III
segregation system of ColE1, while the segregation was entirely inhibited in the presence of RepM. The RepM, however,
did not inhibit the mobility of the Minit 3e33713323
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